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Viscosity provides services and solutions to customers with the ability to gain insights into their data previously thought 
impossible—with agility, simplicity, and business results that are simply incredible. Since Incorta enables real-time 
analytics on raw business data, the requirements for traditional data transformation and aggregation steps can be 
eliminated. With the partnership between Viscosity and Incorta, Viscosity services and solutions provide the capability to 
achieve real-time financial and operation data analytics in a short timeframe, within budget, and highest ROI.  
 

                                     OUR SERVICES

Data 
Acquisition 

Incorta has 50+ supported data connectors with access to over 240 data sources. Viscosity  
will empower our customers to connect to any operational source system to acquire, enrich,  
and analyze data with unprecedented speed and agility.  

Data  
Mapping 

Viscosity will enable customers to run sub-second queries instantly and join additional data 
sources without impacting performance. An enriched metadata map combined with smart  
query routing eliminates the need to pre-aggregate, reshape or transform data.  
 

Data 
Enrichment

Viscosity can provide enrichment to customer data using an embedded Spark cluster that  
auto-scales for machine learning and large-scale data processing.  

Self-Service 
Analytics

Viscosity will provide a setup with an easy-to-use, end-to-end business intelligence experience  
that levels up your organization’s data literacy and empowers every user to curate, refine, visualize, 
and share data insights providing the highest ROI.

Incorta’s  
Data Apps

Viscosity can deliver customized analytics, including dashboard templates and content for 
accessing, organizing, and presenting data from popular business solutions such as Oracle  
E-Business Suite, ERP Cloud, NetSuite, SAP, JD Edwards, and Salesforce, speeding time to value 
by significantly reducing the amount of work needed to give users baseline reports and KPIs. 

Advanced 
Analytics

Enables complex, full-fidelity business data analysis using your preferred analytics tool customized 
with Viscosity’s certified experts.   

How Viscosity Can Help
Viscosity understands the challenges in enriching, distributing, and securing clean and accurate data that 
customers can utilize throughout the organization. Most importantly, Viscosity provides customers the ability to 
make decisions with faster time-to-business insights. By leveraging Incorta’s platform, Viscosity’s certified 
experts bring intelligence to your data by providing enterprise-tailored solutions to simplify and visualize your 
data. We provide highly secured and configurable Data Lakehouse and Data Visualization to integrate into your 
business analytics for better decisions faster and with the highest ROI.  
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